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LETS TALK PROPERTIES

THe Bank of England &
the chocolate economy
The Bank of England has this week used the cost
of a Freddo to explain the economy and inflation
so I decided to compare this to UK House Prices.
What’s the outcome?
Well while there are stark variations, mostly
determined by sudden increases in the cost of a
Freddo, over the 20 year period they are almost
identical.
So from now on I think the Bank of England
would be better to use the cost of a Freddo
to regulate the economy rather than the
complicated instruments they currently
use that don't seem to be working!

EQUITY
RELEASE

You may be familiar with equity release whereby
older people effectively give up the ownership of
their home after they die in order to release
money from it to spend now.
These have traditionally been called life estates
or reversions and while they are now the realm
of big insurance companies they used to be
paid for by individual investors and were
called reversionary investments.
One such reversionary investment was by a
French legal notary who suggested the idea to
an elderly lady who had little money but lived
in an apartment with no mortgage on it and
had no dependants.
At the age of 90 she agreed to proceed and
he paid her a monthly income obviously
expecting to cash in his investment soon.
Unfortunately for the notary, Jeanne Louise
Calment ended up being the worlds oldest
documented human dying at age 122 and
outliving him by 2 years!

The lending industry can be very fickle and isn’t
what most of the general public think it is.
Many lenders change rates or withdraw products at
the drop of a hat; sometimes with no notice
whatsoever.
Only recently there was news of a lender running
out of money and as a result they withdrew all
funding and even withdrew mortgages that they
had already offered on.
I shall not be naming the lender concerned but
understand that this actually happens.
Brokers are constantly having to dodge these
bullets so please bear this in mind. If they tell you
your product is no longer available and they
weren’t told about it by the lender, it’s invariably
true.
Most brokers love their job but it’s not an easy one
at times!

WITHDRAWN
MORTGAGES

Selling Statistics
According to recent figures the best place to sell a property in
England and Wales is Northampton with an average time on
the market of just 25 days.
The top 10 best places in order are:
Northampton
Bristol
Nottingham
Romford
Stockton
Norwich
Stockport
Middlesbrough
Coventry
Bradford
ALL 10 of the worse performing areas are London boroughs
with Strand being the worse at an average 210 days to sell.
Interestingly this time last year, the median time on the market
for the whole of England and Wales was 113 days, this month,
that figure stands at just 55 days showing that the market is
still extremely buoyant.
Data courtesy of Quick Move Now and Home.co.uk

Mortgage Myths
There are hundreds of myths floating around
the property and mortgage world, some do
little harm but believing in others may have
you questioning right from wrong!
Here are a few examples of mortgage myths
you may have come across:
1. A DIP is a mortgage offer – False
Unfortunately, this is not the case. A Decision in Principle or
one of its other many names is just a basic credit and criteria
check. There is a long way to go from a DIP to a mortgage
offer.

2. You have to use the estate agents broker to get
your offer put forward – False
While it is fair for an estate agent to want to qualify you as a
buyer they can do this by checking with your chosen mortgage
broker or receiving a copy of your DIP if you’ve gone direct to
a lender. Estate agents can NOT withhold your offer
conditional upon you seeing THEIR adviser.

3. Lenders have blacklists – True
The fact is that lender systems are extremely sophisticated
and they do hold data that would automatically exclude
some borrowers based on their profile, in addition you may
be declined because your solicitor, accountant or even
business associate is also on a blacklist.

You can listen to more myths in my Podcast - 5 Mortgage Myths
Click Here to listen
Be sure to also check out my other podcasts!

What's New at HQ?
We have lots of projects underway at HQ, all with the aim of providing
you with lots of ways to learn about finance, property and mortgages so
stick around to find out more in the weeks to come. My goal is and always
has been...

To help homebuyers and inspire investors with guidance, tips,
inspiration and ideas to help them achieve their dreams
On a personal note, I had a short break back on board the beautiful
Fingal in Edinburgh.
Went by train and loving Avanti’s Standard
Premium service though At Seat Ordering
needs sorting out! Lots of walking, a fabulous
afternoon tea on the Red Bus Bistro London
Routemaster bus and had a couple of hours
to kill so we went and watched the Downton
Abbey movie; absolutely brilliant!
And of course the sun was shining!

Speak Soon, Lisa

